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The effect of load thickness on the performance of high velocity, annular
Z-pinch implosions
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Numerical calculations have been performed to investigate the role that load thickness may play in
the performance of fast annular Z-pinch implosions. In particular, the effects of load thickness on
the mitigation of the magnetically-driven Rayleigh–Taylor~RT! instability and energy coupling
between the plasma load and generator are addressed. Using parameters representative of the Z
accelerator@R. B. Spielmanet al., Phys. Plasmas5, 2105~1998!# at Sandia National Laboratories,
two-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic simulations show that increased load thickness results in
lower amplitude, slightly longer wavelength RT modes. In addition, there appears to be an optimum
in implosion velocity which is directly associated with the thickness of the sheath and subsequent
RT growth. Thin, annular loads, which should couple efficiently to the accelerator, show a large
reduction in implosion velocity due to extreme RT development and increased load inductance. As
a consequence, thicker loads on the order of 5 mm, couple almost as efficiently to the generator
since the RT growth is reduced. This suggests that Z-pinch loads can be tailored for different
applications, depending on the need for uniformity or high powers. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1327618#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic implosion of thin cylindrical loads, or
pinches, in the form of foils,1 cylindrical gas puffs,2,3 mul-
tiple shell gas puffs,4,5 and both single and nested wir
arrays,6,7 has been used to produce dense hot plasmas
applications ranging from radiation material studies to in
tial confinement fusion.8–10 The ability to reach the tempera
tures and densities required for such applications depe
strongly on the uniformity and symmetry of the pinch duri
the run-in phase of the implosion. These implosion char
teristics can be severely degraded by the magnetohydr
namic ~MHD! Rayleigh–Taylor~RT! instability. This insta-
bility occurs at the plasma–magnetic field interface, result
from the inward radial acceleration of the plasma shell by
magnetic field. Under certain conditions, this instability c
rapidly become nonlinear, producing bubble–spike str
tures analogous to that observed in the nonlinear phase o
classic hydrodynamic RT instability. For finite plasma she
the most destructive wavelengths are typically on the or
of the shell thickness, a few mm.11 As these modes continu
to grow in amplitude, the entire load can become extrem
distorted, leading to eventual bubble breakthrough of
plasma shell. This not only produces a broad and nonunif
pinch, but also disrupts current delivery by sending m
downstream of the main shell, preventing further accele
tion of the load.

With the development of higher current, higher ener
pulsed-power generators, some approaches in accelerato
sign ~i.e., longer implosion times at larger masses! may re-
quire larger diameter loads to achieve peak implosion vel
ties comparable to those obtained on smaller genera
2381070-664X/2001/8(1)/238/11/$18.00
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Such large diameter, high velocity implosions will be ev
more susceptible to the deleterious effects of nonlinear
growth. For example, a standard wire array configuration
the Saturn12 generator, which delivers approximately 8 M
of peak current with an implosion time of 50 ns, is betwe
7.5 mm to 12.5 mm in diameter. Typical implosion velociti
~based on a 20:1 compression! range from 40 cm/ms to 100
cm/ms. With the Z generator,13 which delivers approximately
1.8 MJ to the load and a peak current ranging from 16 to
MA, diameters ranging from 12.5 mm out to 40 mm dia
are necessary.

Many techniques have been suggested to mitigate the
growth in Z-pinch implosions, including uniform fill loads
i.e., uniform fill gas puffs,14,15 the inclusion of shear flow,16

and tailored density profiles17 using multiple gas puffs or
nested wire arrays. Previous analytic and numerical inve
gations of uniform fill loads, in particular, have proven to
quite promising in mitigating the RT development. Howev
such loads are known to be less efficient in coupling
electrical energy of the machine into thermal energy and s
sequent radiation. To maximize radiation output, it is m
desirable to capitalize on the stabilizing properties of u
form fill implosions, while maintaining the efficiencies ob
served with annular implosions. In this paper, we addr
this issue by exploring the transition from thin annular loa
such as wire arrays, to increasingly thicker plasma she
which at present, could be approximately designed using
puffs or nesting of annular loads. Such a systematic stud
important since the optimum thickness for az pinch shell is
defined by the role of the various physics phenomena oc
ring as the shell thickness is increased.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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In the following section, detailed two-dimensional~2D!
magnetohydrodynamic calculations are presented for b
aluminum and tungsten 40 mm diam loads, which have b
varied in initial thickness and imploded at parameters ch
acteristic of the Z generator. Based on these results, a c
lation is shown to exist between implosion velocity and R
development. The details of this correlation and the phys
mechanisms influencing it will be discussed in Sec. III. S
tion IV concludes with a load design based on the results
Secs. II and III and a simulation is shown for illustrativ
purposes. It should be stressed that the Z-pinch config
tions in all of the calculations presented here are ideali
and are not necessarily meant to represent loads that cou
realized using wire arrays, gas puffs or low density foam
However, by simulating such loads, it is possible to quan
the role of RT development relative to geometric chang
Since a large number of experiments have been carried
on the Z generator with wire arrays comprised of differe
atomic elements, it was also of interest to repeat the sim
tions with two disparate atomic numbers. In this manner
influence of atomic number specifically on plasma resistiv
could be quantified.

II. SHELL THICKNESS SURVEY

A series of calculations have been performed for a
mm diam, 20 mm high, 3.4 mg Z-pinch load with varyin
degrees of initial thickness. These calculations were car
out using the 2D MHD code MACH2~Ref. 18! and are
based on parametersinitially characterized for Z. MACH2 is
a time-dependent, single fluid, multitemperature, nonid
radiation MHD code with Arbitrary Lagrangian/Euleria
~ALE! capability. The dynamic equations for the mater
density, electron and ion specific internal energies, radia
energy, velocity, and magnetic field are solved by the cod
an operator split fashion. The equations are solved on a l
cal mesh composed of arbitrary quadrilateral cells with
physical processes but material advection calculated imp
itly. Spatial differentiation is carried out using a finite vo
ume differencing scheme. The equations of state and tr
port coefficients for the nonideal thermal and magne
conduction exists in either an analytic form or a pregenera
tabular form, i.e., Los Alamos National Laborato
SESAME ~Ref. 19! tables. In the latter case, the tables us
are based on local thermodynamic equilibrium~LTE! plasma
conditions. The radiation treatment includes both a sim
emission model or a nonequilibrium, single group~3T! ra-
diation diffusion model with opacity information obtaine
from SESAME tables.

For the calculations presented in this paper, the code
run in a purely Eulerian mode due to the severity of the
growth. The vacuum region was approximated with a l
density material~approximately three orders of magnitud
lower! of the same composition as the load with a lar
constant electrical resistivity. A Spitzer analytic model w
used for the thermal conductivity and magnetic resistivity
the load region, while SESAME data were used for equat
of state parameters. Although the simulations were car
through stagnation on axis, the RT development was o
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considered during the run-in phase of the implosion. Con
quently, the radiation emission model was implemented;
model is sufficient to describe the radiative losses during
run-in phase while the plasma remains optically thin and
growth is dominated by the magnetohydrodynamics. This
diation model also drastically reduces computational
time compared to a 3T diffusion simulation.

The initial thickness of the Z-pinch load in the simul
tion ranged from 1 mm to 20 mm, where the latter distribu
the plasma all the way to the stagnation axis, i.e., a unifo
fill. The load was approximated by a uniform density, rig
circular cylindrical plasma shell with a temperature of 5 e
and an outer diameter of 40 mm. To seed the instability
5% random cell-to-cell density perturbation was superi
posed throughout the shell; this was found to produce am
tude and wave structure comparable to that observed in
vious Saturn experiments16 and is thought to provide a
phenomenological approximation to the seeding process
lieved to occur at initiation. Since aluminum and tungst
wire arrays are standard loads imploded on the Saturn an
accelerators, these elements were considered as the load
terials. Such different atomic numbers allow resistivity e
fects to be studied. It should be noted, however, that eve
Z current levels there is insufficient mass to allow many
the load configurations here to be fabricated by any te
nique. To this end, aluminum and tungsten plasma shell
such were used for illustrative purposes. In each calculat
the total mass was nominally 3.4 mg, corresponding to ini
densities of 1.3531024 g/cm3 in the uniform fill limit to
1.3531023 g/cm3 with the thin 1 mm shell.

The peak current delivered to the load ranged from
MA in the uniform fill case to 16 MA in the 1 mm annulu
case. Such differences in current are due to the change in
inductance vs time histories of the loads. The current pro
is shown in Fig. 1 along with the initial computational co
figuration for a 40 mm outer diameter, 1 mm thick load@Fig.
1~b!#. The electrodes which confine the top and bottom p
tion of the load are considered to be perfectly conduct
walls. The numerical resolution in all calculations was ke
constant at 0.125 mm axially and 0.2 mm radially, cor
sponding to 160 cells axially and 5 cells radially across
initial shell. This level of axial resolution ensured that wav
lengths between 1 and 2 mm, which are often the most
rimental to the implosion dynamics, would be numerica
resolved.20

The evolution of the 1 mm thick tungsten shell is di
played in Fig. 2 with isodensity contour plots at 90 ns, 1
ns, and 110 ns. This can be contrasted with the uniform
load in Fig. 3, which is shown at similar stages in the imp
sion: 80 ns, 90 ns, and 100 ns. Clearly the calculational
sults demonstrate that as the initial shell or load thicknes
increased, the nonlinear growth of the RT instability b
comes less pronounced. Prior to stagnation, the 1 mm t
annular implosion is extremely unstable@Fig. 2~c!# while the
pinch performance~as measured by the degree of uniformit!
is dramatically improved with the uniform fill. In addition,
visual survey of the wavelength structure indicates t
longer wavelengths are observed earlier in the uniform
implosion compared to the thin shell; by 100 ns, the o
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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240 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 1, January 2001 Douglas, Deeney, and Roderick
served wavelength is 1.54 mm in the uniform fill case co
pared to 1.18 mm with the 1 mm thick shell.

The RT structure and its evolution can be examined
more detail by performing a fast Fourier transform~FFT! of
the perturbed region. This is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 wh
displays the FFT spectrum at the corresponding times of
density profiles of Figs. 2 and 3. Here, the spectrum w
obtained using IDL,21 by taking the FFT of the following:

^m&~z!5
( i

n2pr i , j r i , jdmri , j2m̄

m̄
,

where

m̄5
( j

m@( i
n2pr i , j r i , jdmri , j #

m
.

Herem̄ is the axial averaged integrated radial mass and^m&
is the deviation of that value at each axial position. There
a number of interesting features to note in the FFT spe
and evolution. Although a 5% random density seed was
plied in both cases, the difference in densities resulted
similar initial spectrabut with much lower average ampli
tudes in the uniform fill case~as a result of lower density!.
Previous simulations of Saturn experiments16 with both uni-
form fill and annular gas puffs have reproduced the exp

FIG. 1. ~a! Current profile for a 40 mm diam, 1 mm thick load and~b! its
initial simulated configuration. The load implodes toward the centerline
fined by the left computational boundary. The top and bottom bounda
are considered to be perfectly conducting walls.
Downloaded 05 Aug 2004 to 128.165.156.80. Redistribution subject to AIP
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mental data using the same initial random density seed;
suggests that a decrease in perturbation amplitude may a
ally occur experimentally and there may be a basis for ke
ing the initial perturbation seed constant in the simulatio
Another interesting feature is that a faster transition to lon
wavelengths is observed with the uniform fill even thou
the initial spectra is a lower average amplitude than tha
the thin shell case.

-
s

FIG. 2. Evolution of a 40 mm diam, 20 mm high, 1 mm thick annul
tungsten load at~a! 90 ns,~b! 100 ns, and~c! 110 ns. The 4.0 mg load was
seeded with an initial 5% cell-to-cell random density perturbation.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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An explanation for the rapid transition to longer wav
lengths with the uniform fill load is twofold. First, with th
mass distributed over a broader shell, the RT interface
snowplowing~i.e., accreting mass! into a low density me-
dium. The perturbation continues to evolve as short wa
lengths transition to a slower growth rate, and are overta
by longer wavelength structure. Furthermore, the uniform
has a lower initial density and experiences a higher accel
tion. This allows short wavelength structure to grow a

FIG. 3. Evolution of a 40 mm diam, 20 mm high, uniform fill tungsten lo
at ~a! 80 ns,~b! 90 ns, and~c! 100 ns. The 4.0 mg load was seeded with
initial 5% cell-to-cell random density perturbation.
Downloaded 05 Aug 2004 to 128.165.156.80. Redistribution subject to AIP
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saturate~both numerically and physically! on a faster time
scale. The evolution is, of course, further complicated
mode coupling effects that may be occurring. This is in co
trast to a thin shell, where at some wavelength, the pertu
tion does not saturate but instead continues to exponentia20

In this sense, one would expect the thin shell case to alw
have more dominant short wavelength features in its F
spectrum throughout the implosion. Nonetheless, long wa
length features do appear in this spectrum as well, as see
Fig. 4. This is due in part to the large bubble developm
near the lower end of the pinch and a longer wavelen
distortion developing throughout the pinch. This latter dist
tion may be caused by boundary conditions, mode coupl
or geometrical effects~in density profile!. Although the tran-
sition to longer wavelengths occurs earlier in the implos
with the uniform fill, these wavelengths grow slower tha
their thin shell counterparts, as can be seen by comparing
spectrum at 90 ns in the uniform fill to that of the annu
shell at 110 ns~where the RT interface is near the sam
radial position in the implosion!.

Figure 6 compares isodensity contour plots for 2.5 m
5 mm, and 10 mm initially thick shells approximately 7 m
from the stagnation axis. As with the extreme cases of th
mm thin shell and uniform fill described above, a trend in R
development is evident. With the broader shells, the ou
edge of the load must travel further through lower dens
material before reaching the stagnation axis. In such
stances, the accumulation of plasma, particularly at
bubble surface, results in a decline in bubble velocity a
evolution of longer mode structure. This can lead to a red
tion of the RT growth during the nonlinear phase with only
minimal decrease in the radially directed bulk mass moti
From Fig. 6, it is apparent that the longer the accelerated
front accretes upstream material, the longer the shell ret
some semblance of uniformity. Another factor which may
playing a role in the RT reduction is the lowering of th
magnetic driving force at the RT interface. This ‘‘magne
smoothing’’ results from field diffusion into the extende
plasma shell which reduces the current density in the reg
This will be briefly addressed in the following section.

Results of the load thickness survey are summarized
Table I with peak current, implosion time, mass-averag
~bulk! peak radial velocity, and thermalization time for ea
load configuration listed. The implosion time was defined
the interval from initial current rise~taking the rise of the
current profile and extrapolating to zero intercept! to peak
radiated power; this approximated the time interval the lo
was in motion. The mass-averaged radial velocity, de
mined from the radial component of the momentum and
mass, is shown in Fig. 7 for the uniform fill@Fig. 7~a!# and
the 1 mm thick shell@Fig. 7~b!#, respectively. Here the ve
locity is plotted as a function of time, where zero time is t
start of the current profile. The peak in the radial velocity
easily determined from these plots. The thermalization ti
was calculated from the peak radial velocity and the sh
thickness~at the time of peak velocity!, which is defined by
the bubble–spike distance~approximately 10%–10% width
of peak density!.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. The spectral evolution of the 1 mm thick load of Fig. 2. The spectrum is obtained by performing a FFT of the~a! initial shell and perturbed shell a
~b! 90 ns,~c! 100 ns, and~d! 110 ns.
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In addition to improved implosion uniformity, pinch pe
formance is based on the coupling efficiency from mach
to load. High efficiencies, which are manifest in large imp
sion velocities, are paramount to reaching high thermal
tion and radiation temperatures. However, calculations in
cate that this efficiency may be dependent on the severit
the RT instability. This can be seen in Table I and is illu
trated in Fig. 8. In this figure, the implosion velocity is plo
ted as a function of the load thickness for initially perturb
and unperturbed conditions for aluminum and perturbed c
ditions for tungsten. With the unperturbed loads, there is
initial density variation to seed the instability, and the imp
sions are uniform. The velocity is observed to monotonica
increase with decreasing shell thickness due to impro
coupling between the load and the driver. This trend is
seen with the initially perturbed loads. For a load thickne
smaller than 10 mm, the velocity clearly deviates from wh
is observed with a uniform implosion. In fact, for the thi
nest loads, the velocity remains between 40–50 cm/ms, far
lower than the 70 cm/ms that would be seen with an ide
uniform thin shell. This decline in velocity is most likel
associated with severe RT development in the later stage
the implosion as evident by the correlation between low
locity and large deviations from initial load thickness at la
times ~Figs. 8 and 6!.
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III. RT DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLOSION VELOCITY

The relationship between RT growth and peak implos
velocity is best understood by examining the details of
implosion physics. Computationally, initially thick loads a
observed to mitigate RT growth. The visible waveleng
structure tends to be longer and of lower amplitude~for same
bulk mass radial location at late times! compared to that in
the thin load implosions. Loads less than 10 mm thick
observed to be more susceptible to RT development s
most of the shell mass is swept up in the early stages of
implosion. In this case, wavelengths on the order of the s
thickness grow quickly as bubble fronts encounter an e
increasing thinning material and the nonlinear RT bubbl
spike structure is observed. The bubbles soon become b
and elongated, extending far beyond~i.e., towards the stag
nation axis! what would have been the unperturbed plas
shell. The spikes, on the other hand, become long and t
with magnetic field partially diffused into the high densi
regions ~see Fig. 9!. Compared to a uniform shell at th
unperturbed plasma position, this former configuration
highly inductive. An examination of the current and dens
profiles in the extremely thin shell cases reveal highly d
tended current-carrying bubbles which stagnate much ea
than the bulk of the mass~which resides in the spike region!.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. The spectral evolution of the uniform fill load of Fig. 3. The spectrum is obtained by performing a FFT of the~a! initial shell and perturbed shell a
~b! 80 ns,~c! 90 ns, and~d! 100 ns.
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This corresponds to a loss of driving current at the b
plasma–vacuum interface leading to a much lower velo
at stagnation. With the 5 mm and 7.5 mm shells, the bubb
‘‘run away’’ much later in the implosion, after the peak cu
rent. As a consequence, there is less of an effect on
implosion velocity. Even with the 10 mm shell, which r
mains intact during the entire run-in, the instability infl
ences the implosion velocity by introducing a slight chan
in inductance from bubble penetration into the downstre
load plasma.

Based upon the observed correlation between RT de
opment, load thickness, and velocity, one might expect
velocity to monotonically decrease with increasingly th
shells. In fact, in the extreme thin shell limit, a sharp dr
~i.e., cliff! in velocity might be speculated since the plasm
shell becomes so completely disrupted, there is minimal
rectional drive. An examination of Fig. 8 suggests that
the thin shell regimes~i.e., 1–5 mm! studied here, this pre
cipitous drop is not observed. Instead the bulk velocity
mains above 40 cm/ms. Computationally there is a reason f
this enhanced velocity. Figure 10 compares a 1.5 mm
tially thick aluminum load to that of a 1 mm thick load at
100 ns and 105 ns. Here, the current profile and den
contour plots have been overlaid. By 105 ns into the imp
sion of the 1.5 mm load, Fig. 10~b!, a large fraction of the
current flow is in the low mass region ‘‘blown’’ ahead of th
load as bubbles are pushed to the stagnation axis. This
duces the driving force in the bulk of the mass distributi
Downloaded 05 Aug 2004 to 128.165.156.80. Redistribution subject to AIP
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residing in the spikes and the spikes nearly coast toward
axis. With the 1 mm load, the spikes are close enough,
there is enough low density material expanding betwe
them, that current can flow across the narrow bubble regio
maintaining the driving force. This can be seen in Fig. 10~c!
where, even though a large bubble has developed, the f
on the bubble is reduced as current shorts across the bu
neck through the adjacent spike regions. By 105 ns, a sm
number of bubbles have stagnated on axis; however, the
still a continuous current flow across the spike regions de
ing the bulk of the plasma sheath and the velocity is o
served to remain about the same. Although this contin
‘‘healing’’ occurs numerically and has been sugges
theoretically,22,23 it is not known whether this process take
place experimentally.

The influence of RT development on the final implosi
velocity is observed to a lesser degree with loads broa
than 10 mm. Although there is some RT growth, it is n
enough to produce the large decline in velocity found w
the thinner loads. As previously mentioned, the domin
mechanism for the RT mitigation in such cases is mass
cretion, or snowplowing, into downstream material. Wi
mass accretion alone, one can envision that a minimum d
sity exists below which the accretion rate is insufficient
impede the RT development. This minimum requir
‘‘floor’’ density can be determined to zeroth order by equ
ing the force due to accrued mass~back pressure! at the
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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244 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 1, January 2001 Douglas, Deeney, and Roderick
bubble surface and theJ3B accelerating force. For a righ
circular cylinder of heightl, the mass that is swept up over
distanceDr of the implosion is given byr(2prDrl ). The
rate of accretion is then

ṁ5
m~Dr !

Dt
5

m~Dr !

Dr
v52prrv l , ~1!

FIG. 6. Isodensity contour plots for a~a! 2.5 mm,~b! 5 mm, and~c! 10 mm
load at approximately 7 mm from the stagnation axis.
Downloaded 05 Aug 2004 to 128.165.156.80. Redistribution subject to AIP
where v is the instantaneous implosion velocity. To slo
bubble penetration into the load, the change in moment
ṁv, at the plasma–bubble interface should be on the or
of the accelerating force. Approximating this by

m0I 2

4pr
l , ~2!

an estimate for this floor density can be found,

rfloor5
m0I 2

8p2r 2v2 . ~3!

As an example, the floor density can be estimated for
1 mm thick shell, 3.4 mg load simulation of Fig. 2. Value
for current, velocity, and radius are taken from the simu
tion prior to extreme nonlinear RT development~i.e., ampli-
tude approximately 0.75l!. With the current at 15.6 MA, a
velocity of 36.4 cm/ms and an imploding load at a radius o
10 mm, the minimum density required for RT mitigation
1.931024 g/cm3. This value is a factor of 2 below the
vacuum density defined in the calculations, and bub
breakthrough is observed during the run-in phase. By fill
the interior region up to the stagnation axis with a low de
sity fill at this floor value, the bubbles are prevented fro
becoming extremely distended prior to stagnation.

It should be noted that other physical mechanisms
sides mass accretion may also reduce the RT growth in t
annular implosions and uniform fill loads. For high veloci
implosions with supersonic flow, mass accretion is accom
nied by a shock front propagating into the downstream l
density material.24 The degree to which this process influ

TABLE I. Results of the load thickness survey.

Load
I peak

~MA !
t impl

~ns!
VP

~cm/ms!
t thermal

~ns!

uniform 13.8 106 42.4 7
fill

Al, ~W!
~13.7! ~103! ~44.9! ~7!

1.5 cm 13.9 108 42.6 9
annulus
Al, ~W!

~13.9! ~105! ~43.8! ~8!

1 cm 14.6 109 47.2 9
annulus
Al, ~W!

~14.5! ~101! ~48.6! ~9!

7.5 mm 14.9 108 48.7 11
annulus
Al, ~W!

~106! ~46.9! ~15!

5 mm 15.3 10 48.4 13
annulus
Al, ~W!

~15.2! ~105! ~46.9! ~16!

2.5 mm 15.6 113 44.3 17
annulus
Al, ~W!

~106! ~46.5! ~17!

1.5 mm 15.8 108 45.9 18
annulus
Al, ~W!

~15.7! ~104! ~42.4! ~19!

1 mm 15.8 117 43.3 19
annulus
Al, ~W!

~15.7! ~113! ~46.6! ~19!
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ences the RT mitigation is not easily estimated and will
be discussed here. Another mechanism to consider is m
netic smoothing, as mentioned earlier. Figure 8 suggests
higher implosion velocities may be obtained for thicker loa
with higher atomic number materials, such as tungsten~com-
pare tungsten and aluminum velocities!. This improvement
in velocity is thought to be the result of magnetic smoothin
an effect by which the magnetic pressure is lowered at
RT interface due to the diffusion of magnetic field into t
unperturbed load regions upstream. Withh}Z̄Te

23/2, where
h is the spitzer electrical resistivity,Z̄ is the mean ionization
state, andTe is the electron temperature, the magnetic fie
can diffuse further into a tungsten load compared to alu
num. This reduces the current density in the RT region wh
in turn lowers the magnetic pressure~J3B force! on the
bubble front, hence slowing nonlinear RT development. T
is illustrated in Fig. 11 which shows the diffusion of ma
netic field into a uniform fill load early in the implosion fo
both tungsten and aluminum@Fig. 11~a!#. For tungsten,Z̄ is
;8 compared to 4 for aluminum and the field diffuses mo
rapidly into the tungsten shell. The effect of this diffusion
velocity is shown in Fig. 11~b!.

While magnetic smoothing is a likely candidate for t
observed differences between aluminum and tungsten ve
ties with thick shells, the importance of this effect is mo
evident by considering an ideal MHD case, where resis
effects are not included. This is demonstrated in Fig.
where tungsten uniform fill simulations, with and witho

FIG. 7. The mass-averaged radial velocity as a function of time for~a! the
thin 1 mm shell and~b! the uniform fill load.
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resistive diffusion, are shown at 90 ns into the implosion.
dramatic decline in pinch quality is observed in the ca
devoid of field penetration into the unperturbed plasma. N
that the wavelength structure has only been modified in a
plitude; the same RT modes develop, but more swiftly. T
amplitude modification results in a reduction of the pe
implosion velocity from 44.9 cm/ms down to 34.9 cm/ms.

The explanation of magnetic smoothing given for thi
loads naturally does not apply as the shells become thin
Indeed, Fig. 8 shows the tungsten implosion velocity
slightly lower than the aluminum velocity for 5 mm to 1 mm
thick loads. The reason for this is not well understood. O
speculation is that the tungsten radiates more efficiently d
ing the run-in phase, and as a result, the bubbles fronts h
less resistance and are able to grow faster. Another argum
may be that within the error bars on the velocity~defined by
the linear interpolation on velocity data!, there is actually
little or no differences. In any case, the trend between
two different materials is the same; there is a strong corr
tion between RT development, load thickness, and peak
plosion velocity.

FIG. 8. Peak radial velocity as a function of load thickness for both alu
num and tungsten. The solid curve shows the results for an initially un
turbed aluminum implosion. The other two curves illustrate the trend
served when an initial 5% cell-to-cell random density seed is incorpora
into the initial conditions.

FIG. 9. Overlay of isodensity contour plot and rB for the 1 mm annu
implosion at the early stages of nonlinear growth.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 10. Overlay of current density
and isodensity contour plots for the~a!
1.5 mm and~b! 1 mm load at 100 and
105 ns into the implosion.
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IV. THE TUNING LAYER LOAD DESIGN

The results of Secs. II and III show that increased sh
thickness in annular Z pinch implosions can aid in reduc
early-time nonlinear RT growth. In addition to improve
pinch quality, the analysis suggests that for shells thic
than 5 mm, there is little reduction in achieved velocitie
There are fabrication issues involved with making such th
loads, however, particularly with tungsten. To utilize t
mitigating effect of mass accretion observed with thi
shells, an interior shell can be imposed downstream of
initial thin load. This inner load, or tuning layer, combine
with the initial load approximates a thick shell. Optimizatio
of such a configuration could lead to enhanced pinch per
mance otherwise not attainable.

The criteria developed for the variable thickness case
the previous section can be applied to the tuning layer c
cept. This is shown in Fig. 13 for a 3.4 mg, 40 mm diam
mm thick tungsten annular load. In this case, a 5 mmthick
tuning layer as opposed to a full interior fill was incorporat
into the load design. The floor density was determined fr
the calculational parameters for the single load at 90 ns. W
a current of 15.4 MA, a velocity of 24.9 cm/ms, and a radius
of 14 mm, this minimum value was found to be 3
31024 g/cm3. The tuning layer was placed so that its fro
edge was at a radius of 10 mm as shown in Fig. 13. From
figure, it is clear that the tuning layer improves the implosi
stability at late times in the implosion. At a distance of 5 m
from the stagnation axis, the tungsten annular load ha
velocity of 45 cm/ms. The tungsten annular load/tuning lay
Downloaded 05 Aug 2004 to 128.165.156.80. Redistribution subject to AIP
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has a combined mass of 5.9 mg and a velocity of 37 cm/ms.
Here pinch uniformity was drastically improved while th
velocity dropped by 10%.

The tuning layer design presented in Fig. 13 was o
approach at developing a useful load configuration. Ob
ously, the configuration used in an experiment should
optimized for the type of load~i.e., wire arrays, gas puffs
foams! and accelerator. Such a procedure was recently
ried out on Z by utilizing a nested wire array geometry.7 This
design brought about a 20% enhancement in peak po
over a single array design. It should be noted that Hus
et al.25 have examined nonlinear RT growth in annular im
plosions with a heuristic model treating mass ejection fr
bubble regions to spikes. Based on their formulation
mass loss, an alternative estimate for the floor density co
also be obtained by requiring that the ejected mass fr
bubble regions be replenished by accreted mass during
in.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Radiation MHD calculations have been carried out
investigate the role of initial load thickness on RT develo
ment and subsequent pinch performance. For example,
form fill loads, such as gas puffs, have been experiment
and computationally shown to mitigate RT growth. How
ever, they are known to couple energy less efficiently fro
the pulsed-power driver than thin annular loads. To exam
the trade-off between coupling and RT mitigation, para
eters indicative of the Z accelerator at Sandia National La
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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ratories were used to implode a 40 mm diam load rangin
thickness from 1 mm up to 20 mm~uniform fill!. A 5%
cell-to-cell random density was used to seed the initial p
turbation. Simulations indicate that the efficiency believed
occur with thin annular shells is reduced because of extre
RT development. In this case, the initially thin load becom
highly distorted from bubble–spike development during
later stages of the implosion. The result is a higher ind
tance, lower velocity configuration.

Although the thin loads were observed to decrease
nificantly in velocity when compared to an unperturbed ca
i.e., 40 cm/ms compared to 60–70 cm/ms, the velocity never
dropped below 40 cm/ms. Computationally, this was relate
to a current ‘‘healing’’ effect at the neck of the bubble r
gions. With the thinner loads, the spike-to-spike distance
small enough and thermal expansion of the low density s
rounding plasma high enough, that current could eventu
conduct across the low density gaps~bubble neck! between
some spikes. This transfer of current from the bubble fron
the bubble neck reduced the magnetic pressure on the bu
itself, maintaining the driving force on the bulk of the ma
carried by the spikes. For the calculations performed on b
aluminum and tungsten loads with an initial thickness
tween 1 and 5 mm, the occurrence of this connection

FIG. 11. ~a! Overlay of density and rB profiles as a function of rad
distance for both aluminum and tungsten uniform fill loads early in
implosion and~b! the corresponding implosion velocities.
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pended on the proximity of spikes and could be quite r
dom. This continual ‘‘healing’’ has been suggest
theoretically; however it is not known whether this proce
takes place experimentally.

The physical mechanisms that were discussed in this
per to reduce RT growth in thick loads included both ma
accretion and magnetic smoothing. Mass accretion, or sn
plowing in the supersonic case, is the primary method
impeding RT growth. However, magnetic smoothing c
also play a strong role. In broad shells, where the field
diffuse far into the upstream material, the magnetic press
is lowered orsmoothedat the RT interface. This initially
reduces the drive on the bubble slowing nonlinear RT dev
opment. This effect is most noticeable when a compariso
made to an ideal MHD calculation, where resistive effe
are not important. Magnetic smoothing can also be s
when transitioning to higher Z materials; the differences o
served in this case are small, but may be important.

Based on the analysis presented in this paper, an o
mum regime in performance may be inferred by consider
both the velocity dependence on initial shell thickness a
the need to minimize RT growth. For applications that
quire a high degree of axial uniformity with less emphasis
velocity, the optimum regime to consider ranges from a sh
thickness of 5 mm to a uniform fill. In situations that requi

FIG. 12. Tungsten uniform fill implosion at 90 ns~a! with resistive diffusion
and ~b! without resistive diffusion~ideal MHD!.
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high velocities, the appropriate range would be from 2.5 m
to 5 mm. At these widths, the velocities are near optim
values, while the degree of the instability may be accepta
Although these calculations are specific to a 40 mm di

FIG. 13. The introduction of a nested shell downstream of a 1 mm thick
mm diam annular load~similar to that of Fig. 2! leads to improvements in
pinch quality. Using a floor density estimate, a 5 mm thickinner shell is
placed at 20 mm diam. Isodensity contour plots are shown at 0 ns, 90
and 110 ns into the implosion. The combined array mass is 5.9 mg an
peak radial velocity is 37 cm/ms.
Downloaded 05 Aug 2004 to 128.165.156.80. Redistribution subject to AIP
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load on the Z machine, this analysis, which shows the tra
off between RT growth and achieved velocities, can be
plied to any load design. To attain the optimum load perf
mance for the 40 mm case requires either gas puffs or
development of lower density foams. Both of these optio
are limited: with gas puffs, the axial variations are difficult
control, while the manufacturing and machining of sub-
mg/cm3 density foams are not fully developed. Thicker she
will be easier to realize on future, high current generato
For the present experiments, this may be approximated
multiple shell configurations. Experimentally, this has be
carried out for a two-nested wire array configuration7 and
two and three shell gas puffs.4,5
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